Admission
Includes access for two consecutive days to the sites listed below.

Main Building
2600 Benjamin Franklin Parkway, Philadelphia, PA 19130
Philadelphia’s most iconic Museum—home to masterpieces across time and cultures, the main building is your place for endless exploration.

Sculpture Garden
Art outdoors—experience contemporary sculpture in this urban garden nestled just to the northwest of the main building

Perelman Building
2525 Pennsylvania Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19130
An Art Deco landmark—just across Kelly Drive, the Perelman Building presents rotating exhibitions of photography, fashion, art, and design.

Rodin Museum
2151 Benjamin Franklin Parkway, Philadelphia, PA 19130
An urban oasis—step into this tranquil garden and Museum on the Ben Franklin Parkway to experience the celebrated work of French sculptor Auguste Rodin.

Historic Houses Cedar Grove and Mount Pleasant
1 Cedar Grove Drive, Philadelphia, PA 19131; 3800 Mt. Pleasant Drive, Philadelphia, PA 19121
A glimpse into Philadelphia’s colonial past—these two historic houses offer compelling stories of daily life in early Philadelphia.

For driving directions, visit philamuseum.org/historichouses.
The diagram provides a floor plan of the Philadelphia Museum of Art, highlighting various sections and points of interest, such as galleries, special exhibitions, and visitor services. It outlines the layout for the 1st and 2nd floors, indicating American Art, European Art, Asian Art, and Modern and Contemporary Art sections among others. Each floor features specific locations such as the Museum Store, East Entrance, Stair Hall, and Restroom. The plan also includes information on accessibility, parking, and key contacts for the museum. The diagram serves as a guide for visitors, helping them navigate the extensive collection and facilities offered by the museum.